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  Abstract: Social networking sites platforms, such as Facebook 
and Twitter, are being broadly used by community to share their 
feelings on different matters. Consequently, social networking site 
becomes an admirable and major open source for collecting public 
opinion. To perform sentiment analysis on such huge data, 
computational assorted models of single node are ineffective. Two 
ways to grip data that are big ,either by using super computers or by  
using parallel processing or by distributed processing. Where it is 
costly to use super computer, most models of parallel processing  
such as MPI, are difficult to implement and scaling, MapReduce is 
one of the parallel processing models that is highly scalable, 
tolerant to fault, and easy for using, in this research paper, we have 
proposed assorted model of sentiment analysis for twitter using 
MapReduce Framework.  mapreduce based  naïve bayes training 
algorithm was proposed for this purpose. Only single mapreduce 
job is executed for this algorithm which makes it different from 
earlier previous work. Training model  is deployed to to classify 
million of tweets of twitter computers are costly, most parallel 
programming models, such as MPI, are difficult to use and scale. 
MapReduce is one of the parallel programming models that is 
highly scalable, fault tolerant and easy to use. This paper proposes 
a scalable framework for sentiment analysis of Twitter using 
MapReduce model. For this purpose a MapReduce based Na¨ıve 

Bayes training algorithm is proposed, this algorithm uses only one 
MapReduce job which makes it different from previous works. The 
trained model is deployed to classify millions of tweets. Accuracy 
and Scalabilty of our propsed model is well compared to previous 
models. 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Classification, MapReduce, 
Social Media, Big Data 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now days, social media has become important part of daily 
routine in the life of people. Internet and social media sites can 
be used for various kinds of purposes including financial 
trends and advertisement, casting political opinion, extracting 
comments of user about products, spreading of news and 
spreading of spams[1].   
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Social networking sites generate virtual connection  among 
users, in which users can express through feelings and develop 
connection through posts, likes and messages, comments. 
Social media permits users to expose their feelings , thoughts 
and opinion with other users easily and instantly. 
While social networking sites are commonly employed for the 
purpose as information, social events and advertising, 
communication[2], they can also used for sharing poltical 
opinion on these kinds of platforms.  Sentiment analysis of 
opinion of public is the most sought after information whether 
it is business related to marketing, political campaign and 
stock exchanges. Sentiment analysis is  also known as opinion 
mining. It is a branch  of data mining. It concentrates for 
fetching  the polarity of  sentiment  from textual content. 
Textual content is usually in natural language.   Sentiment 
analysis on the social media deals  with categorization of the 
data that are available on social media sites such as facebook, 
twitter and IMDB. Sentiment analysis is the problem of 
classification and mostly solved with the help of supervised 
technique and unsupervised technique. Data collection, data 
preprocessing, feature extraction and creating feature vector, 
classification are Major components of opinion mining.  
Mostly lexicon based feature is used for unsupervised 
classification. Supervised  classification include learning 
technique such as support vector machine(svm), neural 
networks,  naïve bayes. For categorizing opinion of public 
automatically,  lot of work has been done on preprocessing of 
data and classification technique such as supervised 
/unsupervised  machine learning technique, where supervised 
technique beats to the unsupervised technique  in terms of 
finding accuracy[3]. Now days use of social networking sites 
is increasing rapidly such as Facebook and Twitter. Social 
media sites is generating huge volume of data. This huge 
volume of data comes under the category of Big Data.  Five 
hundered million tweets are generating per day according to 
the statics and 80% of these tweets are generated from a 
mobile device[4].  Furthermore number of internet users 
reduced 22%  of the  number of active users of the twitter in 
the world[5]. Twitter provides API for downloading tweets  
that can be used for finding sentiment analysis after giving 
training to a classifier. For sentiment analysis, processing 
large volume of data is very time taking process with the help 
of single node. One way for processing large volume of data is 
to take more powerful machine like supercomputers,   these 
computers are not only costly but they are not  also suitable 
for scalability. Parallel processing is the other way to handle 
such large volume of data. however, parallelization provides 
growth to the problem of  following problems 
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 Distribution of resources 
 Sharing of resources 
 Synchronization  
 Handling of failure 

Mapreduce is the model of programming which hides  above 
covered  mentioned problems from  users  and provides large 
scalable cluster for processing large volume of data[6]. 
MapReduce technology has been designed by Google as a 
Proprietary techonology. Several open source implementation 
are available for MapReduce  but among these open sources  
Apache Hadoop is most popular implementation. Mapreduce 
technology is inspired from functional programming. Map 
function and Reduce function  are programmed by user.  
Recently, mapreduced technique combined with supervised 
technique and mapreduce technique combined with 
unsupervised technique have been proposed for finding 
sentiment from large volume of data. Classifying contents of 
tweets is generally different than classifying reviews of movie, 
as reviews are more formal and structured than tweets. to 
classify movie review of amazon  with the help of naïve bayes 
classifier  achieved  82% accuracy[7]. In[7], authors  have 
designed algorithm for  making the number of negative and 
positive training instances of dataset equally and providing 
priority probability of each classes is equal to  50 %. This 
cannot be considered for huge volume  of tweets and needs to 
be calculated in the explicit way. In[8], MapReduce based 
naïve   bayes model  is used for finding sentiment from twitter 
dataset. But testing methods and  accuracy were not reported.  
In [8] Two mapreduce job also  is  used to for training  the 
classifier   which would require more  time. 
In this research paper we have proposed cost effective and 
scalable framework for assorted sentiment analysis model  
using Mapreduce. We have used  mapreduce algorithm with 
naïve bayes classifier for finding sentiment analysis from 
twitter dataset. To train naïve bayes model , we have used only 
one mapreduce job, That makes it different from previous 
work which has been done previously by many researchers. 
To be benefitted from the processing power of mapreduce data 
should be  come in the category of big data. Some earlier work 
has been done related to sentiment analysis on big data but 
lacked in reporting higher accuracy for tweets from twitter . 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

in the subject Syrian civil war and following crisis of refugee, 
a series of analyses of sentiment using data belong to twitter 
were performed[9]. they collected tweets in two languages : 
English and Turkish. English tweets were carrying less 
positive sentiment about refugees and Syrian when compared 
to the Turkish tweets among 35 % of all tweets. For election 
monitoring and prediction, Sentiment analysis of twitter is 
inexpensive and quick tool[10]. They have proposed hybrid 
topic based sentiment analysis for prediction of electin using 
tweets. Their approach gave promising results by enhanching 
prediction of vote share compared to methods which are 
existed. An ensemble classifier proposed by combining 
classifiers related to base learning with the intention of 
improving accuracy and performance of classification 
technique of sentiment analysis[11].sentiment analysis 
technique beats learning based technique when training datset 

is not adequate[12]. Social networking sites permits users to 
generate and share diverse information anytime and anywhere 
by allowing users freely generate and shared contents. Since 
huge volume of data are generated and shared in real time, an 
effective method of processing  data is necessary. For quick 
and effective processing  of data of social networking sites 
uses mongodb[13] that comes under nosql technology which 
is extended technology of relational database. Since data of 
social networking sites are not in standardized form unlike 
existing traditional data, for analysis , pieces of information 
fetched after short writing[14]. There are lexicon related 
methods and machine learning methods for extracting 
sentiment from textual content. Two techniques is used for 
detailed sentiment analysis[15].lexicon technique is based on 
unsupervised learning. In lexicon technique textual data are 
classified into a set of predetermined classes of sentiment. 
Sentiment lexicon is a dictionary consisting of sentiment score 
associated to word Based on the sentiment lexicon, sentiment 
score of textual data are calculated[16]. Sentiment analysis 
extract people’s opinion, feelings , behavior and thoughts  

from content of textual data using NLP(Natural Language 
Processing) Techniques[17]. Moreover, sentiment analysis is 
as same as opinion mining ,with concentration of the problem 
of classification of textual data. Extracting opinion or 
sentiment from textual data of social media can be very 
expensive and challenging due to large volume of data[18]. 
With the popularity of social media from year 2000, people 
started sharing their opinion and feelings through social media 
and it can be influencing significantly. Unlike traditional 
methods of data mining, sentiment analysis and text mining 
are used for dealing unstructured data[19].  
Recently, twitter has become so popular  that scientist has 
come forward for conducting research studies  from various 
prospective. Behavior pattern of journalists was found after 
analyzing twitter data[20]. During tsunami incident, warning  
was given to the region of Indonesia and after that reactions 
among users of twitter have been analyzed[4]. Behavior 
pattern of cancer of cancer patients has been examined after 
using twitter[21]. Based on 36 million tweets was extracted 
from twitter, Real time Sentiment analysis model was 
proposed for classifying election tweets during election of 
president of US in year of 2012[22]. In 2012 presidential 
election of south korea, issue discussed in TV debate and 
communication pattern of conversion of twitter users on the 
topic of election were investigated [23]. a recent study 
analyzed the  political campaign in india during general 
election and focused to find out the impact of first time voters 
on the internet[24]. Public data of twitter was gathered for the 
intention of extracting sentiment from it as well as tracking 
scenario of terrorism on the basis of graphical visualizations 
[25].  
In[7], authors have proposed mapreduce based navie bayes  
classifier for extracting opinion from dataset. They tested 
opinion mining model using AMAZON movie review dataset 
and movie review dataset  of Cornell university and obtained  
82 % accuracy. [26] used unsupervised technique  with 
dictionary based  technique 
for finding sentiment from 
Korean language.  
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They gathered huge volume of unstructured data in the form 
of tweets from twitter.  Four map functions were used to 
analyze unstructured data after preprocessing it.  
These map function performed analysis of preprocessing and 
detecting polarity, syntactically analysis of word, morpheme 
analysis and analysis of prohibited word in sequential manner.  
Positive score and negative score of contents of tweet from 
twitter   was collected using reducing function. If positive 
score of content of tweet from twitter was greater than 
negative score of content of tweet, then that tweet was treated 
as positive and vice versa.  A tweet was taken into next 
processing stage if positive score of tweet is equal to the 
negative score. Lexicon based feature was used for analysis 
and MongoDB was used for storing labeled tweets. 70% , 15% 
and 14 %  were accuracy for positive, negative and neutral 
dataset  respectively. In[27], DOM mobile application was 
proposed for sentiment analysis of Thai public. DOM is 
dependent on Hadoop. it utilizes MongoDB for storage  and 
Mapreduce framework for analysis of unstructured data. 
Unstructured dataset was gathered  from several social related 
websites in the server side of application . after gathering data 
it is stored in the MongoDB.  For performing categorization of 
topic, Mapreduce job is used  . Mapreduce job is also used for 
lexicon based sentiment analysis  and categorizing data into 
positive,negative or neutral. A user can query particular topic 
from client side . results  of experiment were calculated by 
gathering around  12 gb of dataset . the experimental result of 
DOM were compared to the annotated results of human.  
accuracy of long and short text was reported to be 76.32% 
after using DOM application. In[28], mapreduce  Framework 
and HBase  were used  for sentiment analysis from dataset of 
twitter as  well as these technologies used for  building a 
lexicon database from dataset of twitter. HBase  work with the 
hadoop framework. It is a distributed database system which 

provide storage as a backend in the hadoop framework. 
Lexicon  database was used with the regression algorithm  in 
the intention for classifying  the tweets from twitter and it 
reported that accuracy was found around 72% -74%. Table 1 
described summary of related work for finding sentiment after 
combined technique of machine learning with mapreduce 
framework. Table 2 described the summary of related work 
for sentiment analysis using machine learning technique 
without using mapreduce framework. Previously machine 
learning technique was rarely used with mapreduce 
framework. Mapreduce framework come into picture for big 
data technology. If data is so big then it cannot be handled in 
the efficient way with the help of single machine we need to 
distribute such big data into small chunks to the different 
nodes and write a program to process chunks of big data in the 
different nodes for the propose of finding out some new 
information from the big data. Hadoop framework provides 
the facility of distribute and process big data. Hadoop provides 
mapreduce framework for processing big data and 
HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System) for storing data to the 
small chunks into different nodes. 
in this research paper we have used Hadoop framework for 
implementing assorted system analysis model. We have 
implemented through Mapreduce Framework. Assorted model 
of sentiment would find output after covering different phases, 
these phases are namely collecting phase, filtering phase, 
preprocessing phase , and classification phase. For 
classification phase we have used naïve bayes classifier. We 
have implemented naïve bayes classifier into distributed 
environment. For checking accuracy of our proposed model 
we have taken two dataset namely  predefined dataset and 
newly generated dataset based on hashtag. Our proposed 
model perform well for both dataset compare to previous 
model[7]. 

 

Table 1: Summarization of related work of sentiment analysis Using MapReduce Framework 

 

Paper Dataset 
Machine learning 

Technique 
Classifier Classes Accuracy Comments 

Liu et 
al.[7] 

Reviews of 
movie 

Supervised learning Naïve Bayes Binary 82% 
Equal probability 

assumed 

I.Ha. et al 
[26] 

Topsy, 
Twitter 

Unsupervised 
Learning 

Lexicons Binary 33% 
Accuracy may be 

improved 

 
S. Prom-

on et 
al[27] 

Social 
websites 

Unsupervised 
Learning 

Lexicons Multiclass 76.32% 
Accuracy can be 

enhanced 

V. N. 
Khuc et 
al[28] 

 

Twitter Hybrid learning 
Regression and 

lexicon 
multiclass 73.70% 

Accuracy can be further 
enhanced 
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Table 2: Summarization of related work of sentiment analysis using machine learning technique 

Title of Research article Year Technique/Concept Dataset Results 

Analyzing the emotions of crowd 
for improving Emergency 
Response Services[29] 

2019 Change point detection 
technique and emotion 
analysis 

LasVegas Shooting 
tweets from twitter 

 

Social Media’s impact on the 

consumer mindset: when to use 
which sentiment extraction 
tool?[30] 

2019 SVM(Support Vector 
Machine) 

Product and service 
provider page of 
industries. Page is 
related to Facebook 
and YouGovt 

 

An efficient MapReduce Based 
assorted and Hybrid NBC-TFIDF 
algorithm to mine the public 
sentiment on diabetics mellitus[31] 

2018 Naïve Bayes Classifier and 
TFIDF(Term Frequency 
and Inverse document 
frequency) 

Diabetic Hashtag 
Related data from 
twitter  

High accuracy for 
Bigram feature 
among 1-3 grams 

Sentiment analysis model of tweets 
with non-language Features[32] 

2017 Scoring methodology for 
finding sentiment polarity 
of tweets 

6 datasets related to 
query IPL cricket, 
commonwealth game, 
election, Amazon, 
flipkart, Snapdeal 

Highest accuracy 
(84%) for dataset 
related to query of 
Snapdeal 

III. METHODOLOGY  

this section provide detail of all modules of sentiment analysis 
model  which we have proposed as shown in the fig 1. first we 
have collected training dataset  from Twitter and filtered it to 
discard redundancies . after preprocessing of dataset classifier 
was  trained. The trained model is saved in distributed file 
system and implement for testing data using classification 
technique. All the module of proposed model, we are 
explaining in the section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 . in section 3.1, we 
have explained how we have collected trained dataset using 
API . We have explained in details about dataset in the result 
and discussion section, In Section 3.2, after collecting dataset 
we have performed preprocessing on trained dataset. In 
section 3.3, we have explained naïve bayes classifier on 
distributed environment using MapReduce Framework. We 
have applied naive bayes classifier on training and testing 
dataset. 2 algorithms were generated for this propose one for 
training dataset and another for testing dataset  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Proposed Methodology 
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3.1 Training data collection and filtering   

We have used API of Social media to gather training dataset 
by using query to the API of twitter. we have gathered tweets 
for finding  emotional related hashtags  that were synonyms 
for  “Profit”  and  “Loss”. extracted tweets are directly  
dumped  in NoSQL database . We have taken HBase  tool for 
NoSQL database . We have filtered tweets for removing 
redundancies before storing to Hadoop Distributed File 
System.  Main aim of gathering this training dataset is two 
folded. First to analyze that what speed up has been achieved 
by proposed model after using large dataset second to analyze 
the impact of volume of training dataset on accuracy of 
classification algorithm. 

3.2 Data Preprocessing 

We have used regular preprocessing method of text including 
converting text in the lower case, discarding stop words   and  
words that retaining characters which are non alphabetical. 
Hashtags and URLs were also discarded contents of tweets 
were changed to feature vector using unigram approach and 
term count as weight of feature.  

3.3 Naïve bayes classifier using mapreduce: 

 in this section we have used multinomial based naïve bayes 
classifier using MapReduce programming model.  We have 
performed binary classification for classifying the data in 
either positive category or negative category. We have used 
multinomial naïve bayes classifier as it provides good 
accuracy for classification of textual kind of data. There are 
two type of classifier using navie bayes, Bernoulli and 
Multinomial. For our proposed model we are providing  
MapReduce based  multinomial naïve bayes classifier as it 
provides good accuracy for classification of textual data. 
Naïve bayes classifier is based on  probabilistic model. 
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In equation (1), dk is the probability of  class k contains 
document D. P(dk) is also called the priori kind of probability. 

If training dataset contains equal instances of all classes then 
P(dk)=1/total number of classes and can be discarded from 
equation (1).  In equation (2) and (3), Collection of classes is 
C and Ndk  indicates class k contains number of training 
instances. In equation( 3), P(ti/dk) is the probability that 
documents of class dk  contain   ith term in document D. where 
n is the total number of  terms in D. from equation (4), P(t/dk) 
is calculated Where V is the vocabulary size. To train 
classifier from above equations we need vocabulary size V , 
Tdkt for all terms t in V, For all classes requirement of Ndk.  
To train the classifier following parameter need to be 
calculated 
 P, N: -   Number of Training instances of positive and 

negative respectively. 
 TP,TN:- Number of terms in the positive and negative 

instances of training dataset  respectively. 
 V: - Size of Vocabulary. After preprocessing total number 

of distinct terms remain in training       dataset 
 TPNt,,TNNt: - Positive and negative instances of training 

dataset contains number of times term t occurs respectively  
All the above parameters have to be calculated in distributed 
environment. Fig 2 shows small example of flow of the phase 
of training with the help of mapreduce framework.  
MapReduce Framework [2] is inspired by programming which 
is functional. Map and Reduce are functions that are 
programmed by user. Key and value pair are generated from 
dataset. First input dataset is distributed across Mappers and 
mappers execute this dataset in parallel and after that mappers 
produce intermediate key value pairs. Reducers are assigned to 
these key value pairs. Reducers execute these key value pairs 
in parallel and also emit output in the form of key value pairs. 
There is no global memory shared for mappers and reducer in 
the MapReduce Framework. Counters are only global objects 
that are provided by MapReduce Framework. Mappers and 
reducers are used to read these counters.  Counter is a type of 
long and among many operations counter support only 
increment operation  mappers and reducers can also used to 
update  counter using increment operation.map and reduce 
function can be used by programmers for using the global 
counter. Counters can also be used by Mapreduce framework 
for keeping track of status of job such as number of bytes 
generated by mappers, number of bytes written to file by 
reducers etc. TPNt and TNNt are collected using key value 
pairs. Using counters of MapReduce, TP and TN are counted. 
The training model which contains all the parameters or 
statics, is stored in the distributed file system. 
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Fig 2: An exmple of mapreduce based naïve bayes  classifier on training dataset 
 

Fig 3:  Mapreduce based naïve bayes classifier on testing dataset 
 
Fig 3 shows the mapreduce based naïve bayes classifier on 
testing dataset. Equation 2.0 is used for calculating   
classification of test dataset. Trained classifier should be 
present in all the nodes in the hadoop framework. Each 
mapper stores the trained classifier model in memory. driver 
program provides path to the model as an input. For each test 
instances of test dataset to be classified, Mappers predict class 
corresponding to the test instance. reducer used as an identity 
function and dump the resultant output to the hadoop 
distributed file system(HDFS). The counters like True 

Positive, False Positive, True Negative, False Negative are 
also managed to find accuracy algorithm 2 wil also be used for 
classification of unannotated data and counters which 
calculate accuracy can be ignored 
we have used dataset from twitter therefore the word tweet is 
used for training instances in the algorithm but it can be any 
kind of text.  
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Binary classification would be implemented using algorithm 1  
using more counters, given algorithm can be modified for 
implementing multiclass classification. 
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of naïve bayes classifier 
in the distributed environment using MapReduce framework. 
Intention of running naïve bayes classifier in the distributed 
environment is to find out classification of big data. Mappers 
will map naïve bayes classifier to different nodes of hadoop 
framework. And reducer would find the result of the 
classification of the data in the some node. Resultant node 
would be subset of whole nodes available in the framework. 
Result set contains less data compare to the previous data set. 
algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 are checked for both training and 
test dataset respectively first we have trained model and then 
applied test data for testing propose of our classifier. we have 
one intention to design two algorithms so that accuracy can be 
improved of classifier. if accuracy is improved of classifier 
then timing for finding sentiment polarity from dataset would 
be improved . 

Algorithm 1 

 

 

Aaa 
Algorithm1 is used for building trained model for classifier in 
distributed environment   and algorithm 2 is used for building 
testing model in the distributed environment. Algorithm 2 
would perform well if algorithm 1 is performing well. it means 
algorithm 2 is dependent on the algorithm 1. Algor 1 is 
designed so that it would train to the system in the efficient 
way and also algo2 is designed so that testing performed well    

Algorithm 2 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we have discussed description of dataset, 
sentiment extraction from dataset using proposed model, 
accuracy and scalability of our proposed model. and we have 
also discussed what  would be computation time of proposed 
model without using MapReduce framework and after using 
mapreduce framework.  

4.1 Description of Dataset:- 

mostly training dataset which are available for sentiment 
analysis is not of big size. We have collected training dataset 
using twitter API. We have given query to twitter for 
extracting tweets which Hashtags of synonyms of “Profit” and 

“Loss”. Regarding the technique of this is described in [33] 
and [34].  Data was collected for the month of October 2019. 
Synonyms of “Profit” and “Loss” were chosen from thesaurus 

of Roget . tweets related to synonyms of profit were 
considered as positive tweets and tweets related to synonyms 
of loss were considered as negative tweets. Table shows 
specific Hashtags and emotion associated with it. In table we 
have collected synonyms of profit and loss from thesaurus 
dictionary. All synonyms related to profit and loss express as 
query terms for twitter.  
With all the query term we have collected tweets into two 
buckets one bucket is associated to positive sentiment and 
another bucket is associated to negative sentiment. Before 
using these dataset for training all these hashtags from tweets 
are removed to avoid biasing. Our dataset contained tweets 
only in English language. We have analyzed one case for 
negation for tweets for example not #profit, not such cases 
were found. User uses #notprofit to express negative sentiment 
instead of not #profit. Query term associated to emotion is 
shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: query term associated to emotion 

sentiment                   Query Terms 
Positive #benefit, #earning, #interest, #receipt, 

#revenue, #return ,#saving, #turnout, 

#surplus, #yield, #value, #advantage, 

#production, #income, #output, 

#advancement, #return 
Negative #catastrophe, #casualty, #damage, 

#defeat, #destruction, #disaster, #ruin 

#failure, #trouble, #calamity, #debt 

#cataclysm, #deficiency, #deprivation 

#harm 
 
The size of data was collected 2 GB, containing 30781532 
positive tweets and 10245670 negative tweets.  Both classes 
do not contain same number of tweets, therefore priori 
probability cannot be assumed to be equal. We have also taken 
predefined dataset of Sentiment140 which contains 800,000 
positive and 800,000 negative tweets [35]. We have 
implemented our proposed model using hadoop framework 

and python programming. 2node, 4 node and 6 node cluster 
were created for implementations propose.  

 4.2 Sentiment extraction from dataset using proposed 
model 

we have extracted sentiment from proposed model using naïve 
bayes classifier in the distributed environment. Fig 4 shows 
the percentage of positive, negative and neutral sentiment on 
the sentiment140 training dataset after applying navie bayes 
classifier in distributed environment. Fig 5 shows the 
percentage of sentiment polarity on the dataset which are 
generated from hashtag of twitter. we have generated dataset 
on the synonym of profit and loss using hashtag after using the 
concept of twitter API. after finding sentiment on the both 
training dataset we have found accuracy of the proposed 
model  based on the testing  instances of same dataset. 

 

Fig 4: percentage of sentiment polarity on the predefined 
dataset after applying proposed model 

 

Fig 5: Percentage of sentiment polarity on the hashtag 
based generated dataset from twitter 

4.3 Accuracy of Proposed model:  

Accuracy is given to training dataset on accumulate test 
dataset. After implementing proposed model to the hashtag 
dataset and Sentiment140 dataset, both dataset provide the 
best accuracy compared to the previous model [7] as shown in 
Table 4. Naïve bayes is dependent on statistical model. 
Accuracy of proposed model does not differ from its 
sequential version. 
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 For each class, accuracy is given on the basis of its prior 
probabilities as 50% . hashtag related dataset which we have 
generated performed well for our proposed model. It gives 
highest accuracy 82.8%. Predefined dataset which we have 
fetched directly from website, provide 75.5% accuracy. 
Accuracy of our proposed model has improved by 8.6 % for 
hashtag related data and 2.6 % improved for sentiment140 
dataset.  in further section 4.4 we have discussed about 
scalability and we have checked scalability to our proposed 
model.    

Table 4 : Accuracy of proposed model 

Dataset Accuracy of 
previous 

model 

Accuracy of 
proposed model 

Sentiment140 72.9% 75.5% 

Hashtag Dataset 74.2% 82.8% 

4.4 Scalability: 

 number of nodes in the hadoop cluster is inversely 
proportional to the computation time of a given size of 
problem.  Increasing number of nodes reduce the computation 
time of given size of problem.  We have checked computation 
time of proposed model for different instances of 2GB dataset 
on different cluster of nodes of hadoop as shown in Table 4. 
We have taken 2 node cluster, 4 node cluster and 6 node 
cluster for the propose of finding sentiment from instances of 
dataset through proposed model. For 2 node cluster we have 
taken size of instances of dataset namely, 0.50 GB, 1.00 GB, 
1.50 GB and 2.00GB. Similarly for 4node and 6 node cluster 
we have taken same size of instances of dataset. 6 nodes 
cluster perform well for all size of instances because 
computation time is reduced compared to the two node cluster 
and 4 node cluster. It means our proposed model also provide 
good scalability  Table 5 shows the relationship of time and 
size for proposed sentiment analysis model. We have checked 
scalability for 2, 4 and 6 node cluster in hadoop cluster and 
found that it reduce computational time as we add more nodes 
to cluster.  

Table  5: Training time of proposed model for different 
size of training instances for 2, 4 and 6 nodes cluster 

Size of cluster Size of instances computation time(sec) 
2 nodes 0.50 GB 400 

2 nodes 1.00 GB 600 

2 nodes 1.50 GB 1100 

2 nodes 2.00 GB 2000 

4 nodes 0.50 GB 200 

4 nodes 1.00 GB 320 

4 nodes 1.50 GB 590 

4 nodes 2.00 GB 1000 

6 nodes 0.50 GB 90 

6 nodes 1.00 GB 100 

6 nodes 1.50 GB 190 

6 nodes 2.00 GB 390 

Scalabilty can be associated to classification time. If we add 
more node to system  time of classification would be reduced.  

Table 6: Classification time and of  Dataset by using naïve 
bayes algo on distributed environment 

Dataset Size of 
Dataset 

Size of 
Cluster 

Classification 
time(sec) 

Sentiment140 2GB 1 node 5800 
Sentiment140 2GB 2 node 3120 
Sentiment140 2GB 4node 1640 
Sentiment140 2GB 6 node 890 
Hashtag Data 2GB 1 node 5700 
Hashtag Data 2GB 2 node 3000 
Hashtag Data 2GB 4 node 1600 
Hashtag Data 2GB 6 node 800 

 
Table 6 shows the classification time of  classifier in the 
distributed environment for same size dataset namely 
sentiment140 and hashtag data which we have generated 
through API of twitter. From table 6, it is indicated that 
sentiment140 dataset perform well for 6 node cluster because 
classification time is reduced most for 2GB dataset. From 
table 6 it is also indicated that hashtag based data perform well 
for 6 node cluster because it reduce classification time most 
for 2 GB hashtag related dataset. 
Table 7 shows comparison of proposed model with the 
traditional model or one machine system with respect to time 
with different size of data. And we have found also speedup in 
the table after dividing training time of proposed model by 
training time of traditional model. 

Table 7: comparison of Training time 

Size of 
Data 

Proposed 
model  

training 
time(Sec) 

One machine 
training 

time(Sec) 

Speedup 

0.5 440 2150 4.88 

1.0 860 3080 3.58 

1.5 1400 4400 3.14 

2.0 1900 5880 3.09 

V. CONCLUSION: 

This Research Paper Proposed scalable and effiecent naïve 
bayes classifier based on mapreduce  framework for sentiment 
analysis. Navie bayes classifier classify tweets according to 
the polarity of sentiment on the distributed environment. The 
propsed model provides high scalabity and also provides more 
accuracy on the new large size training dataset based on 
hashtags which we have collected from twitter. On the large 
dataset, our model provides 8% more accuracy than small 
dataset.  
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